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ABSTRACT



The purpose of this study was to improve the

wettability characteristics of acrylic and silicone soft
denture liners "

Chemical- surface wetting treatments, previously

reported to be successful with plastic contact lenses and

conventional denture bases, were applied in this study"

Five d.ifferent materials, representative of:

heat curing acrylics, cold curing acrylics, heat curing

silicones, and col-d curing silicones \'üere randomly selected

from those brands currently marketed.

The wetting treatments used in this study were:

Durabond ¡ a process of deposition of a micromolecul-ar layer

of silica, and hydroxyl radical treatment preceeded by cross-

linking the surface in an inert gas atmosphere. A third

non-treated group was used as a control.

Wettability was determined by direct contact

angle measurement. Softness and weight changes were eval-

uated throughout the study to determine if such treatments

will have any effect on these two important properties.

The resul-ts showed that both treatments were

significantly effective in loweri-ng the contact angle of the

five materials used in the stud.y. Silicone materials

responded better to the hydroxyl radical treatment" I/üith

both treatments the effect was of a temporary nature. The

contact angles of the treated groups approximated those of

the control group within two weeks following treatment"



Vlater storage of the samples was a better medium in maintaining

the effect of the treatment than air storage.

Softness of the materials was not affected by the

surface treatmenLs. When compared to the control the

Durabond heated group showed a higher tendency to water

absorption while the hydroxyl radical treated group did not

show a significant change. A whitish fil-m was observed to

develop on the surface of the Durabond treated group"
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INTRODUCTION



Prosthodontists and qeneral practitioners are

frequently confronted with the problem of the patient who

experiences difficulty or discomfort when wearinq compl-ete

dentures. Contributing factors include ridges rvith thin

mucosal coverinq, sharp knife-edge surfaces, bony protuberances

and undercut ridges" Persistent generalized inflammation,

nôn-sno¡i f i r' 'i n ori oi n and snec.i a I nrol-rl ems associated with

prosthetic appliances for the treatment of acquired or

congenital defects are other examples of difficulties

encountered "

The usual solution to the problem was to place some form.

of cushion betv¡een the hard denture-base material and the

tissue-bearing a-rea" Velum rubber was introduced at the turn

of the century, followed by a variety of other materials , as

potentially improved meLhods for achieving the desired result"

The recent íntroduction of soft lininq materials has been

received with a considerable amount of enthusiasm, however,

the property of softness exhibited by these materials initially,

did not continue to be displayed indefinitely" Other

undesirable properties, such as water absorption, discoloration

and odor, were found to develop with time"

Recently, research was undertaken to improve the

wetting properties of conventional denture-base materials in

order to improve retention and stability" Some degree of

success has been reported" To date, rìo resea-rch has been



has been undertaken to irnprove the wettabilitv of soft

f inino materi al s hv srrrf ar.4 treatment after nror-cssin¿¿rt¿¿¡v - *- - *,.1 treac'menf, ar ,_'- " ....9 , nor

to d-etermine \^/hat effect such treatment mav have on the

properties of such material-s "



REVIEW OF THE LITERATUR.E



Aging is a catabolic process, compared to the anabolic

process of youth. In some instances, aging has a pronounced

effect on the nret +-iqqrrêq/ aS elsewhere in the body.

Atrophy in t,he oral cavitlz affects both hard and soft

tissues i.e. bone, mucous membrane and muscle. There is a

gradual diminution in the size of the alveolar ridge which

may be accelerated by disuse or abuse. Lammie (1) states
#lral- âa a racgll 9f reduction in thickness of the mucosa and

a possible reduction in the surface area, the ma-ndibular

ridge in particufar is covered by a thin layer of soft tissue.

Vertically arranged bony spicules and prominent nutrient

canals are almost invariabl-y seen in the l-ower anterior

region of such cases " i¡ühen a masticatory load is applied

through a hard denture base to this type of foundatJ-on, pain

is very likely to result. The pain receotors are comÌcressed

between the thin mucosa and the sharp spicules of bone.
(')\It was shown by lt{arsland and Fox 'o', that a marked

increase in the am-ount of nerve tissue may be present in

areas causing pain and discomfort beneath a lower denture.

soft lininq of the loiver(3) (4) dentrrr. in such cases

frequently gives comfort to the patient" This is achieved by

substituting the missing resilient tissue, which normally

covers the residual ridge, with a soft material- of similar

resilience" This material is placed on the tissue side of

the denture base" Part of the energy normally transmitted by



the hard denture base directly to the soft tissue, is

absorbed by the elastic deformation of the soft liner"

Consequently, the direct l-oad on the tíssues is reduced"

In prostheses constructed as obturators for defects,

a soft liner in contact with the traumatized tissues in the

site of operation wiff minimize the accompanying irritation

usually experienced when only a hard base is used, and

healing will take place with less discomfort"

When a hard denture base constructed for cases with

bilateral bony undercuts or bony prominences such as tori, it

is customary to rel-ieve these areas by reducing the fitting

surface of the denture base " Unfortunately, Lhe inclusion of

air between the reduced surface of the d-enture and the ridqe

mucosa causes a reduction in retentive ca'pacity of the

denture, especially in critical areas such as the peripheral
lq\seal'-'. This problem mav not arise when a soft liner is

used" If a soft material replaces the hard resin which lies

beneath the undercut, it can readily be displaced upon

insertion of the denture" For removal-, energy is required

to spring the elastic flange over the high contour" This

provides improved retention in additíon to the main objective

of closer adaption and elimination of air inclusio^(6).

stor"r(3) and Swart=(7) ai=cussed the frequency with

which many soft lining materials appear on the market and

concluded that they were limited in their use and remain in



the category of temporarly materials, because

unsuitability of their properties "

Soft lining materials are continuing to

of the

di sannear f rom the market, \^7i l-h 1-ho hnno that aU¿ÐqylJEqMvlrr er¡e ¡rrs!¡¡vu¿

material wilI eventually be developed.

ãn'ôôâr ¡nÄqyl/vsr

qr#i qf¡¡-'l-nrrz

An early material, called vellum rubber, was composed

of a vulcanite rubber/ produced by using a 1:5 ration of

sulphur to rubber" This \,vas the prevailing soft liner until

the advent of the methyl-methacrylate resins as a materiaf

for denture bases " Vel-lum rubber proved unsatisfactory

because putrefaction and disintegration of the material

occurred after a short period of time, due to j-ts extreme
1aìporosityt"'. Later, a washed rubber formula was advanced by

Lammie and Storur('), who believed that the porosity of the

vellum rubber was due to protein impurities " This product

was also used on acrylic bases in conjuction with a bonding

agent.

Shortly after pol¡¿methyl-methacryl-ate resin was

widely accepted as a denture base material-, pol-]¡vinylchloride

(P"V.C") was introduced as a soft lining material and was

described as being m.ost successful, based on clinical and

other tests performed at the Bureau of Standards (10) 
.

Lammie and Stor"r(9) aisasreed with these claims and

reported technical difficulties and clinical shortcomings

with this material. They stated Lhat the gelation



temperature of P"V.C. \,'Ias quite critical and failure to

reach the required temperature resulted in a weak mass,

cheeselike in consistency, whereas overheating decomposed

the material" Discoloration of the acrylic base and teeth

occurred, which is quite unacceptable, esthetically" It was

also found that in the mouth, after a period of ti-me varyíng

from six to twelve months, the soft lininq hardened and

fissures developed on the surface " In their opinion, the

sreatest disadvantage of P.V"C. was its high and critical

gelling temperature " Polyvinyl acetate possessed a l-ower

gelling temperature " Unfortunatellz, this material- had a

high water sorption which would contraindicate its use in

the mouth, and also, it hardened, after months of use. Later,

soft acrylic resins, co-polymers of dereivatives of

methacrylic acid- together with different plasticizers, were

introduced as soft ]iners for acrvlic dentures. More

recentllz, silicone synthetic rubbers became avail-able for

the same purpose. Physical properties and clinical behaviour

of soft denture liners of these two tvpes have been the

subject of several investigations and are of special interest

from the viewpoint of their behaviour under natural and

simulated conditions of the oral environment"

Smith and Bates (11) performed laboratory and clinical

tests on a wide qroup of soft acrylic and silicone material-s

used as denture liners " Water absorption was appreciably
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high in some of the m-aterials and in all cases they showed.

values for water sorption which \,vere higher than that of

regular hard denture base acrylics. They bel-ieved that such

high rates of water absorption not only affect the hygienic

qualities of the material, but on drying, flây also induce

stresses due to shrinkage which could weaken the bond between

the soft and hard layers of the denture base. They also

tested the softness of the material-s as related to the

temperature of the environment during testing, the amount of

plasticizer present in the material and the thícl<ness of the

soft liner. In their reports on clinical casesn discoloration,

surface deposits and abrasion in som,e areas had occurred

over a relatively short períod of time, as little as six

months "

¡. l rlIn another publicationt-o' the same authors reported

on more extensive clinical trials with various materials.

The clinical performance of the materials used was less

adequate and satisfactory compared to their laboratory

testing results. Although the patients' comments were in

favour of the soft l-ined dentures, in general, some of them

complained about abnormal taste, loss of colour, staining

and calculus formation" They also observed that the silicone

material v¡as not wetted by saliva and, r,vhen extended to the

periphery, created an unpleasant feeling when the movable

tíssue sl-id over the surface" Thev concluded that the

silicone materia1 when treated properly in the laboratory and
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by the patient, could give satisfactory service for periods up

to three years " They were hopeful that further development

would lead to a materíal r,vith a life expectancy comparable to

that of the denture base.
/'r ?\Travaglini, Gibbons and Craigt'"' conducted a

laboratory study on the properties of a number of soft liners

belonging to the acrylíc resin and silicone groups " Some of

the brands were the same as used in Smíth's investigations,

others \^Iere different" Their results also indicated that

these soft liners possessed some poor qualities such as

inconsístency in the rate of absorption and saturation with

water and loss of softness rvith time"

stor"r(3) has also tested some physical properties of

a broad-er group of materials, which included vellum rubber and

oolyvinyl materials n in addition to acrylic and sil-icone soft

liners. He reported that materials differed in their rate of

hardening, depending on the type of plasticizer used. Silicone

rubbers maintained their softness over the thirtv monLh test

period-, while the tests on vellum rubber materials had to be

suspended prematurely because of the early deterioration of

the specimens. The water absorption rates reportedn varied

from negative vafues up to 33.6 per cent volume increase"

The negative values were explained as being the resul-t of

solubl-e matter or plastíclzer whích exceeded the uptake of

water" He also related the different rates of water absorption

in the silicone materials to different tvpes of fillers used"
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(14)Lantz't" reported results of 15 clinica-l cases

com.plete dentures l-ined with a more recently developed

silícone rubber soft l-i-ner, known as Siliastic 6L6 and

by patients for periods of L2-L4 months. His results

those of Bates and Smith that the patients were more

of

used

confirmed

comfortable with the soft'-lined dentures but the material did

not retain its good qualities and required replacement after

varying periods of Lime.
llq-lq\A number of other investigators'*" --'also reported on

the physical- properties of different types and commercial-

brands of soft l-iners, in vitro and in vivo, under functioninq

conditions " Thev have stressed the facL that there was a need

for soft denture liners and that they would provide better

prosthodontic service in certain cases, but the deficiencies

they exhibitedn limited their usei most of them expressed hope

+l^ ^+ +-,.1=. ^^Lr¿eL LrurJ ycrIIlâttêît soft liner would be developed in the

future.

otBrien rrrd nyg.(20) treated the surface of regular

denture-base acrvlic resin with silicone tetrachloride in an

attempt to improve wettabilitlz and thus adhesion of denture

bases to the tissues. They reported a 50-70? improvement in
wettability which resulted in approximately 152 improvement

in retention" This investiqation was extended to clinical
cases. Ten sets of complete dentures \^Iere treated. The

dentures had been vrorn between I and 6 months by the patients

prior to treatment" Nine of the ten patients were recall-ed
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one month after the dentures had been treated. Three of the

9 patients reported improved retention and all- 9 reported that

the dentures were easier to keep clean. fn a prog'ress
/?'t \

report'u-' , the investigators reported that the treated

dentures retained the property of improved wettability,

produced a healthy response in the underlying tissues, were

easy to keep clean and remained comfortable after a period of

B months. Boucher et aIQ2) also reported an increase in the

retention of mandibular complete dentures " Tn 862 of the

patients, the increase was more than 202 "

Gesser, warriner arrd rurrt(23) devised a mothod of

rear:ti no fhe surface of plastic contact lenses with polar-free

radicals. The newly created surface of the plastic became

more rvettable by water" A marked improvement in adhesion was

reported by patients wearing treated contact lenses over a

period of 4 years. A third method for improving wettability

of plastic surfaces was reported by Gesser and castaldi (24) (25) 
.

They used a freshly prepared sol-tuion of a mixture of

4M H.O. lll H-SO,, and 0.4M TiCl- to generate free hydroxylz zt ¿ 4' J

radicals which would hydroxlzlate the plastic surface and render

it more wettable" They applied their techniques to methyl

methacrylate denture bases an<l evaluated them along with the

ônê slrõrrêqf orl l'rrz ô t Rrì an :n¡l Þrzna rFlrarz fOUnd that fetentiOnuvv .vJ gr¡g J.\J Yv c

was improved in the order of 16-672 "



STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEI'4
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It is generally agreed that currently availabl-e soft

lining materials have limited applícatíon in the field of

prosthetic dental service " Their properties lack the

necessary requirements essential for comfort and oral- hyoiene

^h ¡]nnn +am þ¿gig. The need fOr rnaterials tO SatiSfv t_hese

resuirements still exists "

It was, therefore, prollosed to investigate what effect

techniques, successfully used to improve wettabiliLy of

conventional denture-base material-s, would have on current

soft lining materials " It was afso clecided to determine how

properties of softness and water sorption might be affected

by such treatment"



METHODS AND MATERIALS
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I General Considerations

Soft denture 1íning material-s used in dentistry can

be classified into two major categories, namely, those

derived from acrvl-ic resins and those from silicone rubbers.

Almost any hard resin can be given a certain degree

of elastomeric quality by increasing the mobility of the

polymer molecules and, ât the same time by reducing its glass

transition temperature. There are several methods by which

this can be accom'olished:

l" A polymethacrylate which is plastic at room

temperature can be selected" There are such

resins available "

2 " A stable inhibitor could be added. to the monomer-

pollzmer dough which might limit the polymer chain

length, and thus provide a soft resin" Such a

method has not proven satisfactory, hol,vever,

because the inhibitors are prone to oxidize in

the mouth over a period of time and the resin

slow1y hardens by further polymerization"

3. A soft copolymer acrylic resin can be formed. A

copolymer of ethyl methacrylate is one of the

popul-ar ones " Theoretically, such resins shoul-d

be stable in the mouth and provide one of the

better liners.

4. A1most any resín can be rendered. elastomeric to
a r{aaraa l-rrz nlasti^.izin¡' it- With a SOlVent Oflev vJ
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some type" It can onlv be used temporarillz

as a soft lininq material because the solvent

either l-eaches out or gradually evaporates

and the resin hardens.

Acrylic resin liners are usuall1z supolied in the form

of monomer and polymer powder" The resin may be cured under

heat and pressure or may be of the auto-curing type which

can be polymerized at room temperature"

Due to the fact that the monomers employed are solvents

for the denture base resin, a reasonably good, bond of the líner

to the denture base can be expected" Such solvents, however,

may reduce the transverse strength of the denture base resin
l4a\

by diffusion from the liner to the denture base\¿o) "

A hydrophilic gel polymer, poly-hydroxy-ethyl-

methacrlzlate that utilizes water as a plasticizer is also
( )'t\avail-able'u" o The material is hard and resembles regular

polymethyl methacrylate when dry. In a moist atmosphere, it

takes up waLer and changes to a soft pliable polymer" An

ímportant consideration is that there ís no limit to the

amount of water uptake " Thus, dimensional changre is likely

to occur and affect the fít of the denture.

Stresses developed from such dimensional change may al-so

resul-t in weakeninq the bond between the soft finer and the

underlyino acrylic base"

Sil-icone rubber materials are basicall-v formed from

some type of organo'oolysiloxane polymer chain, which, when
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activated, further polymerizes by cross-linking with adjacent

chains to form synthetic rubber" It is a material commonly

used in industry and has found extensive application in

medicine and dentistrv. Eíther the heat-cured or R.T.V.

(Room Temperature Vulcanizing) variety is used fqr soft

denture liners. ordinarily, the sÍlicone gum and a liquid

reactor such as tin octoate, are mixed together, packed in

the mold and cured. Recently, a material containing the

silicone and reactor together in one tube has -,þgsn developed

The reactor in this case ís said to be acetic acid, whích

is incorporated directly in the silicone qum in an unhydrous

form. T¡lhen the material is squeezed from the tuben the acid

becomes hydrated and immediately activates the curing process.

with early techniques, the l-iner and denture-base

vrere cured separately and cemented together with a special

adhesive. The main objection to this method is the poor

bond which may exist between the denture-base and the l-iner"

A direct method whereby the liner was cured directly to the

acrylic denture base was developed later" A primer was

required to enhance the bond between the two materials.

The silicone liners are the most nearly elastic of

any of the soft liners. Within one mínute after compressionn

they can recover approxímately 85% of their original
| 

^a \
dimensions \¿o ) . Their resistance to abrasion is so poor that

they cannot be polished or trimmed \,vithout producing a

roughened surface"
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T¡7a{-#'inn ¡nd l-nn'l-¡¡{. Ãnnlo It is verv difficult to

force two solid surfaces to adhere" Resardless of how smooth

their surfaces may appear, they are 1ike1y to be rough when

considered on atomic or molecul-ar scale. Consequently, v¡hen

they are placed in apposition, only the high spots are in

contact (Fig. 1A) " Since these areas usually constitute only

a small perecentage of the total surface r no perceptible

adhesion takes ptace(28) (29) 
.

One method of overcoming this difficulty is to use

fl-uids which will flow into the irresularities and thus

provide contact over a great part of the surface of the sol-id

(Fig. 18) " The ne\^I situation is created due to the a-ttraction

between the fluid mol-ecul-e and the solid surface on each side,

and- the internal attraction forces between the fluid molecules.

To produce adhesion ín this manner, the fluid must flow easily

over the surface and adhere to the solid" This characteristic

is referred to as wetting" If the liquid adhesive does not

wet the surface of the solid adherent because of íts low

surface energy, the adhesion between the liquid and the solid

will be neqligible" If there is true wetting of the surface,

adhesion will occur.

The abilitv of a fl-uid to wet the surface of a solid is

mainly related to the surface energy of the so1id. In the case

of substances havinq low surface energy, few if any liquids

will wet theír surfaces" Also, the surface tension and

viscosity of the fluid play a less effective role, because of
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the bond strenoth in tiquíds compared to solid-s "

Consequentty, a qiven solid surface will not be wetted with

all liquids to the same degree" Other factors as temperature

of the environment, molecular sLze of the liquid, or surface

contaminants of the sol-id, ilaY affect or prevent wetting.

The extent to r,vhich the liquid will wet the surface of

the solid is generally d-etermined by measuring the contact

angrle between the liquid and the solid at their interface(0) "

Such an interface is physically a triple boundary l-ine

resulting from the forces of attraction between the solíd

and liquid (SL) , the solid and va'oour (SV) , and the liquid

and vapour (LV) (Fig" 2) " If the molecules of the liquid are

attracted to the molecules of the solid as much or more than

they are to themselves and to the vapour around them, the

Iiquid adhesive r,vi11 spread completely over the surface of

the solid and no appreciable angle will be formed (rig. 3A).

F{owarzar - i f tha ênêr.rv of the solid surf aces is less than the

other attractive forces, or the surface is contaminated, a

medium angl-e may be obtained (rig" 38) " A very high angle

woul-c1 result on a sol-id of low surface energy (Fig. 3C) "

Resin polymers are considered l-ow surface energy solids.

Either the advancing (0A) or receding contact angle

(â ) marz l-ro ms¿s11red, or both" The ad"vancing angle ís that
\-T)/ qlvsI v!

observed when a liqui-d boundary ad-vances over a clean , dty ,

solid surf ace " The receding anqle is that observed v,¡hen

!ì^^ 1 .i ^,..i ¡ l^^LrrE rryuru -vundâfV reçedes frOm a previOuSly Wetted SurfaCe"



r'r_gure 1.

Figure 2"

The adhesion of trvo solid
surfaces
A" Without adhesive
B" With adhesive
a,b) solid surfaces

c) adhesive

The anallzsis of forces acting
at a solid-líquid interface
LV Liquíd-Vapour
Þ v bol_r-o--vapour
51, 50l.l_d-l_l_ourd
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h'a dr l rô The contact angle
A - zero or spreading
B low contact angle
C - high contact angle



I =O SPREADING

A=45" LOW CONTACT ANGLE

I = lOO" Hlcli CONTACT ANGLE
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The phenomenon of a difference betrveen g^ and- 0., is known as
A -t(

r.nnta¡t nncr'ì e hrzsJ-orcs i s - It is due to the tiquid f iltinq invv¡r uqv L qr¡Y

the pores of the solid, and ís mainly dependent on the

narf i r'lo si ze nf tha I iorrirl and the intermolecular pore size
T/q! U¿V!U

( 31)ot tne sorr_d

It follows, then, that the smal-Ier the contact angle

form.ed by a drop of liquid on a- solid surf ace, the more

wettable will be the solid surface and the better will be

its adhesion to another solid surface through a liquid"
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II. Selection of Materials

Five commerciall-v available soft l-iners v/ere used in

the present study. They were selected to represent different

types of soft l-iners commonly available to dental laboratories

for application to denture bases.

The materials ínvestiqated are listed in Tabl-e I

according to type, physical form and manufacturer.

The first three materials are acrylic resin Þolymers

or copol¡¿mers suoolied as poweder and liquid (Fiq. 4) "

"Palasiv 62" is a heat-curing acrylic, cured by heating to

7OoC. in 30 minutes, maintaining it at that temperature for

another 30 minutes, then heatinq it. to boiling in 15 minutes

and maintaininq it at that temperature for 60 minutes " "Soft

Orly" and "Flexacrvl-Soft" are cold curinq materials.

Proportioning measures were supplied rvith each material" The

last two materials are silicone rubber pol¡¿mers (l'ig" 5) "

"])4ol-loplast-b " is a heat-curing material supplied in dough

form, cured. by heating to 70oC. ín 30 minutes, maintaíningr

it. at this temoerature for 30 minutes, then heating it. to

boíling in 30 minutes and mainLaining it at that temperature

for 2 hours. "Mo1losí1" is a room*temperature-curing silicone,

crrnnl i a¡{ âe ^aste in a tube af Ong With a drOpper bOttle

containing the liquid reactor

The exact chemical composition of each material as to

type of pol1zmer, activator, plasLLcizer or solvent used could

not be obtaíned from the information suppl-ied ín the material
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l. Palasiv 62

2. Soft Oryl

3. Flexacryl-Soft

4. Molloplast-b

5. Moll-osil

14ATERIAL

TABLE

I{aterials Used in thís StudY

IIeat Cyring Acrylic

CoId Curing Acrylic

CoId Curing AcrYlic

Heat Curing Silicone

Cold Curinq Silicone

TYPE

Powder and liquid

Powder and liquid

Powder and liquid

Paste

Paste and liquid

FORM

Kulzer & Co., Germany

Ilüi1lj-am Getz Dental Products ' U.S.A-

Lang Dental Ittanuf acturing Co. , U. S . A

Kostner & Co., GermanY

Kostner & Co., Germany

¡{ANUFACTURBR



Figure 4. The acrylic soft-l-iners
used in the studv.

Figure 5 " The sil-icone sof t-liners
used in the study.
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packages "

The natural- rubber and vinyl groups urere not

rcnraqan'l-cd in J-his s1-rrdw AIl the natural rubber materials

have completely disappeared from the market and there is much

less interest in polyvinlzl materials as compared to the acrylic

and sificone rubber materials at the present time.

"Autocure"* was the self-curing acrylic denture-base

material used in fabricating the hard base layer ín all the

test specimens for d,ifferent soft liners.

Each material- used in the present investiqation was

drawn from a single batch to avoid possíble minor changes in

the composition" All materials were processed according to

the manufacturer's directíons"

* The L " D " Caulk Co " l'{ilf ord, Del- .
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IIl " Preparation of the Specimen

The specimens used in the present investigation (Fig" 6)

\i\zere circular, 50 mm. in díameter and 4 mm" thick. Two mm" of

thickness consisted of the hard acrylic base and the top 2 mm"

was the soft liner (rig" 7) .

A specíaI metal mold was designed for specimen fabrication"

The mold, shown in Figure B, consisted of 3 parts, a base, âD

intermediate part and a z-\ñay top, When the moldwas assembled

in the fashíon shown in Figure 9 , the mold cavity wa-s 2 mm"

high. The hard base material was packed into this cavity"

When themoldrvas assembled in the fasi-on shoi,rn in Figure I0,

the m.o1d cavity was 4 mm." high and provided the additional

2 mm" space for packing the soft. liner on top of the hard base.

A vent was mílled in th-e intermediate part to al-low for the

escape of excess mat,erial duríng packing. Threaded hol-es hlere

rnade on the top and the base Ínto whích bolts could be driven

to facíl-itate opening the mol-d after curing the specimen. The

bolt, wh-en dríven, pushes against a rim in the intermediate part,

causing the separation of the parts of the mol-d. Separating

medium between the soft lining material and the top was requíred

only with 2 materials" Aluminum foil 0.02 rnm. thick was used"

Tinfoíl was tried as a separating medium, but did not separate

easi I v f rorn tha qneoi men srlrf ace "

Before packing the hard base of the specimen, the mold

v/as thoroughly cleaned and assembled to a 2 mm" cavity space"

The cold curing acrylic i,vas míxed in a glass jar using a
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Figure 7 "

specrmen
top view
side view

The specimen
a - soft liner
b - hard. base

frte

l-\
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-B'r-gure ö "

a
b

d

The specimen mold
( dísassembled)

1^^^^udÞe

intermediate part
top
mil-led escape for excess material-
threaded holes to help specimen
defl-asking by using a bolt"
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Figure 9 " A" Assembling the mold
2 mm" hígh packing

to provide
space.

B. The mold assembled"
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Figure 10 " A. Assembling the mold to
províde 4 mm. high
packing space.

B" The mold assembled"
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Iíquid./powder ratio of L:2 by volume" When the dough staqe

was reachedn the acrylic lfas packed" Trial closure was m-ade

using a polyethylene sheet as a separating medium" A thin

aluminum ring, 0"5 mm. thick/ was used as a spacer between the

l-crn and the rim of the intermedíate part to allow for slightç"v

overpacking" This helped to maintain pressure to compensate

for the polymerízation shrinkage" The rnold was assembled

and closed under pressure. After 2 minutes the mol-d was

opened, the polyethylene sheet and the aluminum spacer removedn

deficiencies filled. in or flash removed" The mold lvas finally

closed under pressure in a sprìng clamp"

It was found. practical and convenient to run each five

speci:nens together each time (fig" 11) " The mol-ds in the spring

clamp were left under pressure for 2 hours during bench curing"

After curíng thr-e mo1d v¡as opened and any existinq flash trimmed.

Various soft-l-iners vrere prepared according to

manufactuïer's directions" The i¡.old r,vas assembled so that a

4 mm" mold space v/as formed" With the hard resin base in tlr-e

moldo the soft resin was packed over this again using the

same method described for packing the hard acrylic base" The

cold curínq soft-liners \^lere allowed to bench cure for 2 hours ,

whereas the heat cured materials were cured according' to the

r:rrrìno r:vr:le srrcrrresfed bv the manufacturer and left to coolvur!¿rY vl v¿v evv vJ

s lorv1y overnight "

six sets , ea,ch contain.ing f ive specimens, were precared

from each soft-liner used ín this study" The specimens vr'ere



H t õlrrô | | The set of molds in the
spring clamps ready for
processing.
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identif ied by l-etters and figures " The 1etter referred

the type of material and the fígures referred serially

set. The prepared specimens \,vere stored in 100% humidi

37oc" ti]l thev were withdrawn for the experiment.

35
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IV" lt{ethods of Surface Treatment

The "Durabond Process"* ís a method of deoositinq a

microlayer of silica on the polymer surface renderinq it more
()ñ\ ()A\

wettable.\zvt \¿+t The "paint-on" technique kit was used in

the present study" The kit consisted. of 3 bottles (Fig" L2)

labelled, l-primer, 2-base, and3-silica" According to the

manufacturer's directions the three solutions were painted

according to the labelled sequence immedíately one after

the other" After the third solution was applied, a curing

period of 15 minutes was all-owed " Contamination of the

specirnen surface was avoided by using vinyl medical gloves

during the handling of the specímens.

The "Vacuum discharge Treatmentn' is a process in which

tire polymer surface is al-tered "in situ" to provide a lalzer

containing hydrophilic chemical groups bonded to it. These

hydrophilic groups result in a better spreading of water on

the polymer surface. An aoparatus was described by Gesser,
/oa\

Warriner and Funt'¿r' in which water was used to generate

free hydroxl'l radicals at a pressure of about I mm" Hg", at

about 3,000 Volts A"C" A high-vacuum fast-flovi pump (f40

liters per minute) was used to remove the discharge products

as quickly as possible " The free radicals formed in the

discLrarge tube can read-ily abstract a hydrogen atom from the

polymer surface oroup, thus forminq surface bonded-free

radical-s. These free radicals are able to combíne with other

*' The Durallíum Co., Chicaqo I11" U"S"A"



Fiqure 12" The Durabond Kic
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free radicals present in the gas discharge system¡ resulting in

the formation of hydrophilic pol-ar surface groups "

Hov¡ever, this treatment proved to be of a rather

temporary nature because of the molecular exchange between the

treated surface la1'er and deeper layers " A chemicaf procedure

known as CASING (Cross-tinking by Activated Species of lNert
I ?1 )

Gases) was described by Schonhorn and Hansen'"-' to produce more

stable cross-linked polymer surface la.yers. A combination of
/ 11\

both procedures \^ias suggested by Gasser and Long\t'l to provide

"knitting-in" of the hlzdroxyl g'rouTls. A mixture of 95e" helium

and 52 hydrogen was used for CASII'IG before the free OH

radicals \^/ere reacted with the surface" The term "CASING-

hydroxyl treatment" was adopted for this treatment.

The apparatus used' (Fig' 13) hTas símilar to that
la/t\

described by Gesser and Castaldi "*' , except that a mercury

manometer and a controlled leak for supplying the helium-

hydrogen mixture for CASING lvere added. A clean dry specimen

was placed on a tripod glass stage, in the removable bottom

part of the galss discharge tube just out of the path of the

díscharge glow. The helium-hydrogen mixture is allowed to

enter the discharge tube for five minutes during which the

electric discharge was run intermittentlV" Another five

minutes \^/ere allowed for the water vapour to enter the tube

with one minute in lcetween to allo'¡¡ the pump to remove the

gases from the discharge tube " This gave the optimum effect

without overheating the specimen surface"



Figure 13" The vacuum discharqe tube"

A water reservoir
B gas leak
C ftow meter
D electrode tubes
E electrodes
F return trap
G line to vacuum
H variac
,T nrìv7êr line
K hiOh y6'l {- ana {-r=nc fnr¡g¡v v¿ eqYe

L specimen on glass t::ipod
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Other methods of surface treatment v¡ere attempted but

rfere not found desirable for application in this study, because

either they had an insigníficant effect on the contact angle

or the procedure was too complicated for practj-cal applicatíon

to denture treatment.
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\¡. Selection of the Physical Tests

Contact ansle determínation is the only criterj-on used

to indicate wettability of a solid surface. Distílled. water

is generally accepted as the liquid to be used to wet the

surface for measurement purposes, unless a specific liquid is

required for a certain test. In this study, distilled r¿ater

\^7âq rrsod âs a standard.

Of the manv physical tests on soft-liners performed by

various investiqators, two tests \'vere selected for this study,

namely softness and water absorption" These tests \^iere

selected because of the possibl-e relationship of these two

properties to the surface treatments that the materials

received and their dírect effect on the properties necessary

for a successful soft-lined prosthesis in the oral

environment "
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VI " Illeasurements and Exoeriment Procedure

Contact angl-e: A contact angle analyzer* (Fig. l-4) was

used in this study. The apparatus consists of an internal

projector with wide angle optics, a liquid drop dispenser, a

movable stage for mounting specimens and a cooling system.

The movable stage was originally designed by the manufacturer

to carry a 10 inm. wide strip-liJ<e specimen. This was modified

to a wider stage to carry a specimen with the dimensions

selected for this study" The sample was carríed. on the

movable stage under the liquid drop dispenser (approximate

drop size : I microliter). Drops of the wetting liquid can be

placed on or withdra\^/n f rom the specimen surf ace. An image of

the d-rop in conta_ct with the surface ís projected on a frosted

screen" The contact angle is determined by means of a

protractor read-out on the top of the unit" The drop image

\^ias visible at about 40X magnification (rig. 15)"

The advancing contact angle 0o was measured b1' the drop

build-up technique(33). The contact angle obtained with 3, 4,

and 5 drops building up on the surface were recorded- and the

average of the three readings was calculated. The receding

contact angle 0* can be obtaineci by one of two method.s, either

by allowinq the liquid to evaporate from the surface or by

withdrawing the liquid. The latter method was used in the

present study because of the better control on the drop size

and less tíme consumed compared to the evaporation technique.

*Visco-Tec rnc., Downingtown, Pa. ¡ U"S"A.



Figure 14. The contact angle analyzer"

a - liquid drop dispenser
b - movable sLage for specimen mounting
r¡ snr-r'ìmq¡ Carfied c¡n #ha q{-ano!rçs v¿r Ç¡¿u u uqYç

d - protractor read-out
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Fig. 14



Hlñ1fFô |\ The contact angle
on the protractor

spreading
low contact angle
high contact angle

as shown
read-out.

A
B
C
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Three drops of the liquid were withdratvn from the surface,

one at a tíme. The contact angle was recorded a-fter each

withdrawal-. The average of the three readings was taken as the

recedinq contact ang1e.

Providing control-led atmosphere of tempera-ture, pressure
l?¿l l?6ì

and COmpOSitiOn Of enVirOnmental gases\J=¡' \JJl WaS fOund tO be

a very complicated and diffícult procedure to appfy in this

study and was omitted for the sake of simplicity.

The regular hardness tests used for testing materials

in dentistry, namely, Knoopo Brine11, Rockwell and Vickers,

could not be apptied for testing soft liners because of theír

rapid recoil after indentation" Tests used in the rubber

industry, such as the "British Standards Test 903"* used by
fq\

Lammie and Storer\'/ and the Shore A Durometer used loy

lr ?l
Travaglini, Gibbons and craigt"'are commonllz used in soft

Iiners research. An instrument, designed- on the basis of

both theories, was built for this study.

This test consisted of measuring the depth of

penetration of a steel ball 2 mm" in diameter into the soft

material surface under an initía1 small load and a final

large load. A dial micrometer fitted to the instrument was

used to give direct readings " The greater the penetration

of the ball, the higher ís the reading.

The instrument is shown in Fígure 16 " It consists of

a steel ball soldered to the end of a mandril which fits the
F r .E:õ.7R-4ã



I'igure l-6 " The instru¡nent used to
compare softness "

a) the steel ball
b) dial- rnícrometer
c) steel rod
d) top stage
e) 500 gm" weight
f) flat base
g) stop watch
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lower end of a vertical arm. The vertical arm \^zas machined to

fit. in the spindle bearíng on a "Ney surveyor"* cross arm"

The top of the vertical arm is made in the form of a stage to

carry the final large l-oad (500 gm. ) . The dial micrometer is

attached to the arm through a wing clamp. The surveyor base

served as a smooth flat surface for specimen placing" The

arm dial combination weighed 500 grams and was considered the

initial small- load" The arm moves freely in the vertical and

can be locked in any position by a scre\,!"

The zero ad-justment was set ind'ividualllz for each

specimen (f iq. L7) by lor^rering the steel ball on the hard

surface of the specimen when it was placed on the base " The

arm was then lifted, the specimen was turned soft-side up

and the ball was lowered and allowed to settle on the specimen

surface for a controlted period of time "

The readinq under the initial load in¡as determined by

taking the averagfe of at least three readings at different'

widely separated spots on the specimen surface (fiq. 18). The

same procedure v/as repeated for the final load of 500 gm" on

the top stage of the vertical arm (fig. 19) " The suitable time

was found to be 30 second.s for the acrvlic materials and 15

seconds for the silicone materials " The time-penetration

curve is shoiun in Figure 20 "

Water absorption was determined by rveight changes of the

* The J"M. Ney Co" Bloomfíeld, Conn., U.S.A.



Figure Il. The zero adjustment

a) sample hard side up
b) dial adiusted to zero

I'i arrra 1 A Readíng under initial
small weiqht
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Figure 19 " Readinq under final high weight
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Pig. 19



Figure 20 "
tìti mo-nanal- r:'l- j-**_ron curve"
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srlêrìj mêns i n hol-h s1- oraoe. morli a - nnmelv air and water. A.ÐIJç U.urtEltJ llr vv uf ¿

digital ¿n¿'ìyt.i.cal balance* was used for v'zeight determination"

't'ho waicrht- was record,ed in grams to the fourth decimal place"

Ninety s'pecimens v/ere used in the present study. The

specimens had been storecl in 100U humidity and 37oC. immediatcly

after processing until they \dere drawn for the experiments '

This was to minimize the leaching out of any of the constituents

of the soft liners " Each of the 6 specimens for every treatment

\^rere drarn¡n from a d-iffercnt processing set' so that any

variations in results arising from d-ifferences in processing

sets would be distributed evenly am.onqst the 3 treatments "

The specimens selected in this manner are known statistically

as "brothers" "

Each specimen was cleaned in a "Geos"* ultrasonic cleaner,

automatically timed for 4 minutes " The contact angle was

measured and softness and weíght were determined" This was

considered in the results as 'otime 1". After surface treatment'

the specimens were again measured. for contact angle u softness,

and weight. This was considered as "time 2". The specimens

were divided after treatment into 2 egual grouþs. The first

group !\ias stored in air at room temperature. Covered glass

jars were used for storage (fig" 2L) to protect the specimens

from environmental contaminants. The seconcl qroup of samples

was storerl in distilled water at 37oC" to simulate mouth

conditions. Since no sinqle "in vitro" test can duplicate

* Sartorious
*" Geoscience

Model- 2400
Instruments

Sartorious=Werke GMBH Deutschland
Corporation, Mount Vernon, N-Y., U"S"A-



lti arrro )1 Storage of samples in
e ¡r-rrzaroÄ a'l ¡,Y_*ss la.r"
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,mouth conditions, immersion in distilled water is generally

accepted as a standard laboratory test method"

The process of measuring contact angle, softness and

r¡zairrhf \^iâs renoated after 24 hours, L,2,3, and 4 weeks and
wg!wll u vYqJ

referred to as "time 3,405,6, and 7" respectively" The

results were analyzed statistically by an "analysis of
1?Á\

variance for mixed design" as described by Becker and chebib'""'o

The program \úas designed as a 4-factor factorial

experiment" The factors were:

1" Materíalo ât 5 levels: Palasiv 62,

Soft or1'1, Flexacry-soft, Molloplast-b'

and l4ol-losí1

2. Storage, ât 2 levels : water, and air

3" Treatment, at 3 levels: Durabond,

CASING-HYdroxYl, and Control

4" Time, ât 7 levels: Before treatmenL'

immediately after treatrnenÇ 24 hours,

one weekn 2 weeks, 3 weeks and 4 weeks

after treatment"

The three variables, contact ang1e, softness and weight were

separatelY analYzed.



RESULTS
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Contact Angl-e

The interaction of the factors with the analysis of

va-riance have shov¡n that the effect of all the factors involved

in the experiment were significant (P1,0"01) as shown in Table II-

TLre mean values for all combinations of materials '

storage media and time is shown by a bar graph in Fig. 22,

advancing and receding angles are shown by separate bars. The

effect of d-ifferent Lreatments considered with each material

separately, for combined storage media, is shown in the bar

graph in Fiq " 23. The bars show the a.verage of the advancing

and receding contact angle"

The e.ffect of sLorage media on d-ifferent treatements

regardless of the type of material ís shown by a bar graph in

Fig. 24. The changes in the contact angle at different times

for tkre different treatments are shown as continuous curves in

Fiqs . 25 to 27 " The first curve shotn¡s the averag:e of the 2

storage media whil-e the l-ast 2 curves show the chanqes in

water and air storage"

The effect of different treatments on contact angles

hysteresis is shown in Table III" Each figures is the mean

value of 2I0 ovservations made for all specimens of each

material at the different tímes.

A greater decrease in the contact angle was observed

with the CASINc-Hydroxyl treatment as compared to the Durabond

treatmenL group. Separate materíals shoi'u'ed the Same trend

wíth one exception, (Soft*Oryl),which responded more to the
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Figure 22

H'ì dl1vô ) <

The effect of different treatments
on the average contact angle of
all combinations of matería]s and
storage media"

The effect of different
on dífferent material-s
storage media"

treatments
for combined,
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Figure 24

Figure 25 "

The effect of storage m-edia on
the â\/erâcrê r:ontacJ- ancr'l c fore sr¡Y !v

different treatments.
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The effect of
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at dífferent
all materials
media "

different
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times " Average of
in both storage
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Figure 26 " The effect of different
treatments on the contact angle
at different times " Average of
al-1 materials stored ín water.

Figure 27 " The effect of different treatments
on the contact ansle at different
times. Average of all materials
stored- in air"
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TABLE III

M EAN VALU E
RoT RE ATM ENT

Og

Ap

70.4

5t.3
59.5

39.9

C

73.3

51.7

S.E.

o.t62

o.t62

R = DURABOND
O = CASING HYDROXYL
Ç = CONTROL
S.E.= STANDARD ERROR

T H E E F FECT OF DIFFERENT TREATMENTS ON
CONTACT ANGLE HYSTERESIS
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Durabond treatmenf"

silicone material-s as a group \^Zere more affected by the

CASlNc-Hydroxyl treatment as compared to acrylic materials as

a group. Tv/o m-aterials shorn¡ed higher contact angles r¡¡íth the

Durabond treatment as compared to the control group.

I{ater as a storage medium maintained the effect of

the two treatnients better than air storage" Air storage had

an adverse effect on the Durabond treatment r¿hich shoi'ved'

hiqher advarrcitiu aufl receding cont.lct angles than the contro-l

The effect of both treatm.ents on the contact angle

lrrzsteres j s was si onif j eant (P{.0 " 01) irrespective of the type
I¡yÐ uç!Errr

of material or storage media"

Vlhile the time-trea-tmenL curves showed sharp descent

and ascent with the cASING-Hydroxyl Treatment at time I

(after treatment) , Durabond treated group showed: a smoother

curve, especially with water storage where the lowest point

on thc curve \ô/as at time 4 (L week) . In both storage media

the two treatments apOroximated the control gfroup from time

5 Q weeks) to the end of the experiment at time 7 (4 weeks) "

sof tness. Ta-ble IV shows the analysis of variance as

computed for softness. Tabtes v through \¡II show the effect

of different treatments on the softness of different materials,

the averaqe of all materials at different storaqe media, and

reaction to inítial low and fínal hiqh load respectively " All

the fiqures show that the effect is insígnificant on softness



SOURCE OF VARTATION

MAT

STR

MAT STR

ERROR 1

TIM
MAT TIM

STR TTM

MAT STR TIM
ERROR 2

ROC

MAT ROC

STR ROC

MAT STR ROC

ERROR 3

TIM ROC

MAT TIM ROC

STR TIM ROC

¡{AT STR TIT4 ROC

. ERROR 4

ROC BVH

MAT ROC BVH

STR ROC BVH

MAT STR ROC BVH

ERROR 7

TOTAL

TABL]] .I\"/

Analvsis of \'4¡ia.nce

DF

1

4

20

IYTÞ

19916.0156
L93.6772
255.0643
80 4. 37s0

4L0 .8347
I02.7959
58.8164
t0.547 4

6.L874

L3 .4209
42.5560

229.3363
25 3.0 460

L22.7 57 8

r0 .827 8

16 .907 6

3.9567
7 .406L
3.9063

2.0449
3.65r9
2.2969

11.3951
5.27 49

- Softness

6

24

6

24

I20

2

I
2

8

40

I2
48

I2
48

240

F

24 .7 60 **
0.24I NS

0.317 NS

66. 399 **
16.61-4 **
9.506 **
1.705 **

0.109 NS

0.347 NS

1.868 NS

2.061 NS

2. 7 82 NS

4 .328 r,

1.013 NS

1.896 NS

0.388 NS

0 . 69 2 NS

0..218 NS

2.160 NS

DF

wtò

F

MAT

STR

TÏM

ROC

NS

*
?t*

BVH

Degrees of freedom
Means sqare
F Value
Material
Storage
Time
Treatment
Non-significant (P> . 0 5 )

Significant (P(.05)
Signi ficant (eç . 0 I)
Initial V. High load

2

I
2

I
40

I259

Or



MATERIAL

R

o

c

PAL AS IV 62

4 3.9
42.7
43.5

R= DURABOND O = CASTNG-HyDROXYL

TH E EFFECT OF DIFFE RENT TREATMENT ON
fu1EDIA. AVERAGE OF LOW AND HIGH LOAD.

SO FT-ORYL

25. 9

26.2

26. O

TAEå.8 V

FLEXACRYL- SOFT

3? .4

32.7
33.2

MOLLOPLAST_b

3t.4
3t.o

30. 5

C = CO NTROL

THE DIFFERENT MATERIALS

M OL LOCI L

46. O

470
48.3

IN BOTH STORAGE

Ol(,
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l

TREATMENT

WATER

AIR

R

36.9
34.9

TABLE VI

MEAN VALUE

o

36.6
35.4

c

35.8
36. 7

S.E

o.765

o.765

IJ'¡_ Ff FEcr oF Df FFERENT
STORAGE MEDIA.

R= DURABOND
O= CASTNG-HYDROXYL
C = CONTROL.
S.E:STANDARD ERROR

ON SOFTNESS IN DIFFERENT
TREATMENTS
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TREATMFNT

TABLE VII

M EA N VALI,.' E

oc
B

L¡
!¡

R

30.5

4 r.3

30.6

4 t.3

30. E

4 t.7

S.E

t.765

o.7 65

B = INIT'IAL LOW WEIGFST,

I.ü = F¡NAL FIIG¡.{ WEIGS{T

THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT TREATMENTS ON
THE AVERAGE REACTION TO LOWAND S.IIGþ{ I.OAD
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(P>0.05). Different treatments did not exhibit any significant

effect on the materials used in the present study"

water Absorption. Table vIII shows the analysis of

variance as corniouted for weight changes '

The effect of d.ífferent times and storage media are

shown in three separate graohs in Fig " 28" The effect of

different treatments on weight chanoes of each material are

shown in five separate graphs in Fig " 29 ' Each line

represents a different treatment for combined air and water

ñ+^e^^^
Ð L(J! 49ç o

The Durabond treated group showed a much higher tend-enc¡z

for water absorption as compared to the CASING-Hydroxyl and

control group. Different materials were siqníficantly

different (P<,0"01) in weight changes wíth general tendency

to weight gaín with the Durabond treated group and weight loss

with CASlNc-Hydroxyl and control sroups. Weight loss which

occurred with the Durabond group, was limited to the period

after time 4 (2 weeks) and to trvo materials onl¡¿ (Soft-oryl

and Flexacryl-Soft). There was no signíficant dífference in

weight changes between the cAsTfJc-Hydroxyl and the control

group in both storage media"
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STR

MAT STR

ERROR 1
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MAT TTM

STR TIM

MAT STR TTM

ERROR 2
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MJ\T ROC

STR ROC

MAT STR ROC

ERROR 3

TIM ROC

MAT TTM ROC

STR TIT,I ROC

MAT STR TIM ROC

ERROR 4

TOTAI

TABLE -VIII

Ana'lvs'i s of \raría-nce - lüeight Chanoes
¡r¡re¿ ¿ v+v

DF

I
tl

20

6

24

6

24

L20

2

I
2

I
40

T2

4ó

I2
48

240

629

DlS

42.4098
f.1906
0 " 4132

0.6859

0.0031
0.0051
0.1136
0.00r0
0.0007

0.0161
o.3 ¿)¿

0.4080
0.s820
n q¿e1

0.0L27
0.0022
0.0095
0.0021
0.0003

F

6L.827 **
I.736 NS

0.602-NS

4.756 **
7.816 **

L73.282 *r'

1.458 **

0.029 NS

o.958 NS

0.744 NS

1.062 NS

37.141 **
6.425 *x

27.864 **

DF

MS

F

MAT

STR

TTM

ROC

*
**

Degrees of freedom

Means square
F value
Material
Storage
l- ame

Treatment
Non-signi ficant (P> . 0 5 )

Significant (P<.05)

Significant (P<.01)

o\{



Figure 28" The effect of treatment on water
absorption. Average weight chanqe
of al_l material_s at different time
and different storage med-ia.
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-tr'l-gure ¿9. The effect of different
treatment on water absorPtion.
Average of both storage media
for dífferent matería1s at
different times "
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DISCUSSION
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The soft-lining materials used in the present sturl-iz

\¡/ere randomly selected from the materíals available on the

market. The only críterion in the selection lfas to represent

rti f ferenf cfroììrrs of material . PTeViOUS reports On the
u¿!!çrçrlL Y!vuìJv

properties of dífferent soft liners v/ere not talcen into

account in selection. Some materials \'vere rejected during

the pilot studies either because of their neglioible softness

or because of difficulties in handling technics "

The choice of the physical tests performed in this

srrrdv r¡/as I imited to the propertíes that have direct bearing

on the proper function and success of the soft-Iined prosthesis

to provide the patient with the desired comfort combined with

good hygiene" Storage media were chosen on the basis of the

extrem-e conditions that a prosthesis míght be subjected to

during normal handlinq with the a-verage patient" Since the

oral environment cannot be duplícated in the laboratory'

storage in distilled water at 37oC is universally accepted

for the ín vitro studies.

Hydroxyl treatment produced an immediate sharp drop in

the contact angle of the treated specimens " This was more

pronounced røith the silicone materials. The silícone m-aterials

have shown complete spreading of the distilled water after

CASING-Fiydroxyl treatment, a tlzpe of contact angle accepted as

zero for practical purposes. Such a sharp drop was followed

by a rather sharp increase at the 24 hour period. lfhen

Hvdroxvl radical treatment was tried v¡ithout CASING, the 24
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hour results \,vere very close to the control group" CASÏNG

was effective in prolonging the hydrophilic property gained

by the hydroxyl groups attached. to the surface. The slower

but more continuous type of effect shown by the Durabond

treated group indicates that the surface painted layer

depends, for its hydrophilic property, oh absorbing water

from the surroundinqs. This observa.tion is further documented

by the high effect of the storage medium on the treated

samples. The manufacturer's instructions supplied witfr the

Durabond kit sugqest that the treated denture should be

used immediately after the 15 minute curing period, oT

painted wittr a hydrator supplied with the kit"

Since the results obtained- after 2 r¡eeks storage of the

treated samples were similar to the controls, the duration of

the experiment was limitecl to four røeeks, although it was

originally planned for a longer period. From the observations

made d.uring the period of this study, it was noticed that

four of the five types of materials treated with Durabond and

stored in water developed a whitish film appearance on the

treated specimen surface, a phenomenon not observed with the

other two grouÞs of treatment, nor with the specimens stored

i* ^.i-JII A!!.

The significant difference in contact angle hysteresis

indicates a difference in the surface pore characteristics and

rnircrhness of J-ha qnar-.imêns after treatment.!vuY¿¿1IçÐÐ v! u¡¡u evev+¡LLe¿¡v

The va-lue of the CASIIJG-Hydroxyl treatment is worth
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more extensive study. If the drastíc initial effect in

't ar^zar.i na r-ho r.ontar:t anole COUId be maintained fOr a lOngier
I\J\¡r'ËI TlIY Lf I9

period, such an effect combined \,,/ith the fact that the

treatment had no undesírable side effects such as discol0r-

ation or increased water absorption can very 1ike1}z result

in good progress in wettalcility of soft liners " CASING at

higher temperatures and for a longer time may produce such

an effect.

The non significant effect of the different treatments

on the softness of the materials used in this stud-y indicates

that the surface changes had no adverse effect on the internal

polymer structure of the materials "

L[aterials with low water absorption have been always

sought in dentistry because of the nature of the oral

environment. Increased water absorption per se can be

considered an important factor against the success of a

wetting treatment.

A more permanent type of treatment viith the l-east síde

effects on important characteristícs as softness, water

absorption, and appearance of the material is desirable

before clinical in vivo studies are encouraged in the field"



SUMMARY
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The effect of two different methods of surface treatment

to improve the wettability of acrl'Iic and silicone sofL denture-

liners was studied. A total of nínety specimens, made from

five different soft liners, were used in this investigation"

These lrere divided ínto three groups. one group received

Durabond treatment, a second group received CASING-Hydroxyl

treatment,andthelastgroup,ivhichwasused.aSacontrol,

received no treatment. Each group contäined an equal number

ofspecimensfromeachofthefivematerialstested.

Thewettabilitywasdeterminedbycontactangle

measurement" Two other properties were tested because of

theirimportanceasqualitiesofsoftlinersandtheir

possible relation to treatments that the materiats received'

These properties were softness and water sorption"

statistícal analysis of the results rvas accomplíshed

utiliz:'ng an analysis of variance'

Itwasfoundthatbothmethodsofimprovingthe

wettability of soft liners \dere to varying degrees effective"

Distilled water, used as the standard storage medium,

maintained the effect of the treaLment better than air storag'e"

The effect was, in general, or short durationo not exceeding

two weeks under best conditions of material response and

storage "

WatersorptionwashigherfortheDurabondtreated

group, while for the CASING-Hydroxyl group' water sorptíon

\^/as very close to that of the control group '
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The treatments had no significant effect on the softness

of the materials used"

Further investígations directed towards obtaining

a more permanent effect are required before clinical

application is to be encouraged. The cAsINc-Hydroxyl treatment

may offer the higher potential since this treatment showed less

water absorption and surface discoloration"



CONCLUSIONS
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1. Both treatments used in the present study have sionificantly

lov¡ered tlre contact angle of all the materials used in this study'

2" Different materials have reacted differentty in amount of

¡nn{-¡rr+- .anrr'lo r.hanoe to the tWO tfeatment methOdS USed.uvf I uqu u qlrv ru

3. CASlNc-Hydroxyl treatment was more effective in lowering

the contact angle of the silicone materia-ls than the acrylic

materials "

4. Air storage had adverse effect on the results of both

treatments, more so on the Durabond treatment"

5. At the end of a two week period, and- for the next two

weeks, the treated groups did not differ significantly from

the control group.

6 " The ef fect of d,if ferent treatm,ents on softness \,,/as

insignificant (P)0.05), regardless of the material or the

storaqe med-ium"

7. The Durabond treated group showed more water absorption

as compared to the other two groups.

B. Different materials have shown significant difference

in amounts of v,Tater absorption, r,vith a general tendency to

higher water absorption in the Durabond treated grou'p than

the CASING-Hydroxyl and control groups '

g " Improvements in the permanency of treatment are

desirabl-e if such treatment is to be of a oractical

advantage " The type of results obtained in this stud-y do

not encourage "in vivo" studies at the present state"
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